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The Search for-Quality Control in
Dissemination of Educational'Products and Practices:

A Look at the Literature and Major Issues

Linda Reed

R&D Interpretation Service

INTRODUCTION

The concern about validation of educational programs and practices--a

relatively new one for the educational world--has been a phenomenon of the

seventies. Four early influences creating this phenomenon were (1) the need

to justify the substantial amounts of federal monies that had been pouring-

into local education agencies which would not continue to be available in such

sizeable sums, (2) the need to justify the expenditures by deMaistrating that

the outcomes of federally funded LEA programs are generalizable, (3) the need

to attest to the reliability of the programs and practices to be disseminated,

and (4) the limitations on the ability of such national systems as ERIC to

effectively dissemination "exemplary" programs and practices.

In response to the first three concerns, the United States Office of Education

sponsored a number of,early efforts to build quality control into the

identification and review of effective programs- and products. These early

attempts led ultimately to the develoemetit f. two separate processes: the

Dissemination Review Panel (ORP) process nd the Identification, Validations

Ossemination (IVD) process. Both were put into operation in 1972 for

essentially the same purpose:
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to establish credible standards and procedures for identifying
successful programs, to provide for consumer protection when user
school districts are searching for successful programs wIlich will
help them solve educational problems or meet identified needs and
to prevent the continued use of scarce funds in "reinventing the
wheel.TM'

In 1979, after two years of pilot testing, a procedure for validating

successful school business practices was published by the Research Corporation

of the Association of School Business Officials in cooperation 'with the United

States Office of Education and the State Departments of Education. The

Sharing.Business Success handbook outlines validation procedures for such

practices as budgeting -and financial planning, data processing, negotiations,

office management, operation and maintenance of plants, personnel management,

___plant_planning and-construction, professional development, property

management, pupil transportation, purchasing and supply management, school

food and nutrition management, school safety, and energy conversation.

Other efforts which wilt be discussed in this paper include the Project

Information Packages (PIPs) Project and the Bibliographic Retrieval Service's

(BRS) National Education Practices File.

OVERVIEW OF MAJOR VALIDATION PROCEDURES

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel

Approximately 250 programs have been validated since 1972 by the Joint

Dissemination ReviewPanel (JDRP), originally, the Dissemination Review Panel.

In 1975 the review panel was enlarged by the addition of representatives f.r/ym

41/ the National Institute of Education (NIE) and assumed its new title. From
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1975 to 1980, the panel was composed of 22 members, eleven from USOE,

appointed by the Commissioner of Education, and eleven from NIE, appointed by

the Director of the Institute. Members of the panel were chosen for their

experience in education and for thefr ability to analyze evaluative evidence

on the effectiveness of educational products and practices. Although '.:he

advent of the Department of Education and, more recently, the Republican

administration, has led to no immediate changes in the composition. of the

panel, it is, possible that there will be modifications in the coming year or

two. t

JDRP review was originally confined to programs developed with federal funds.

The panel now reviews a broad range of programs which come from all states and

0 which have been developed with funds from a variety of sources. Only`

proprietary projects and products are not eligible for review.

The Joint Dissemination Review Panel Ideabook2, the major publication of the

panel, establishes, and explains in detail, criteria for evaluating programs,

giving samples of convincing and non-convincing data from validation

applicants. The Ideabook also lists typical evaluation hazards which

validation. teams should be alert for.

Six questions must be addressed by a validation team as it examines an

educational practice, although the Ideabook makes it clear that evidence of

"effectiveness is the sole criterion for approval by the JORP"3:

c
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1. Did a change occur? Was the change a poitive-one that was in some
way related to the objectives?

2. Was the effect consistent enough and observed often enough to be
statistically significant?

`3. Was the effect educationally "significant ?. b. In judging the
eddcational significance of an interventions impact, two factors
must be considered: the size of the effect andlthe importance of the
area in which it happened. There ought to be a reasonable balance
between the two factors. The chance that a small gain would be
considered educationally significant is higher in a broad or
educationally important area than in a narrow or less important area.

=

4. Can the intervention be implemented in another location with a,

reasonable expectation of comparable impact?

Is the project setting unique?

Is the project effect solely due to the unique characteristics
of the staff?

What evidence is there to suggest that the intervention would
work with different participants, in a different setting, and
with a different staff?

What components are essential? Can these be disseminated?

5. How likely is it that the observed effects resulted from the
intervention?

Can plausible alternative explanations be generated?
Can the alternative explanations be rejected?

6. Is the presented evidence believable and interpretable?
4

Are there any apparent inconsistencies in the data presented?
Are enough data presented to satisfy the skeptical evaluator?
Are the inferences drawn from the data consistent with the
evidence?

Has evidenge been presented that common errors have been
avoided?

Project staff who decide to submit their project for review by JORP follow_a

specific format for submitting materials (see page 5). They can submit no

more than 10 pages of explanation and documentation. The difficulty of

selecting the most appropriate, information and of demonstrating avoidance of

typical evaluation pitfalls leads most project directors to hire outside

evaluators.
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FORMAT FOR SUBMITTING MATERIALS c
TO /WE JOINT OISSEMINATION PANEL'

FROGMAN AREA: (e.g. Titl III, resaing. career education, environmental education, education for the
handicapped)

I. INTERVOITION TITLE, LOCATION:
s.

Specify the title-of the intervention and the location for which evidence of effectiveness is being
outwitted.

II. DEVELOPED $Y:

Indicate who developed the Intervention originally, even if this hammed at a different site than the
one for which evidence of effectiveness is being presented.

SOURCE AMC LEVEL OF FUNDING:

List all funding sources for the intervention at the location for which evidence of effectiveness is
presented and, fer'isch source, list the amount of funds (see Figure 1 for an example).

IV. YEARS OF watypirtoo DEVELOPMEXT:

Indicate the year or yPArs during which the intervention was originally developed or tested.

V. SUP GUMPTION OF INTERVENTION:

Iriefly describe the intervention for which claims of effectiveness are being aide. The description
should cover at least the following points:

eL

What is the Interrestiom?
s What are its objectives?

What clangs of effectiveness are being made?
- What is the context in which it operates?

Who are the intended users and beneficiaries?

What are the characteristics of the groups on which the intervention was developed and tested?
What are the salient features of the intervention?
What are the costs of adoption and maintenance of the/Intervention?

VI. EVIDENCE OF EFFECTIVENESS:

Describe the evidence oeffectiveness for the intervention. This section should deal with each of
the following points, although not necessarily. in the same order:

TotIfPfettbility of naesures: Evidence that the quantitative,measurts are reliable and valid
indicators of tho effects claimed.

iLedaillgsofarliv:g7gc:ivalhe collected and analyzed the data what assurances are there that

VIZTMiton/
: What is the evidence that something happened? What are the effects claimed

1' VI-. I I
c ant re

,L LIU et*

Evidence that pitelArs arc stucatimpi=
la

r sigeificeec;?r

'1 '',..

prec ce
.1.- A

, mature

1

1

: What is the evidence *oat the effects happened
likely to happen again under similar circumstances?

ly meeninef01: Whit is the evidence that the effects are
t enough is be educationally meaningful, regardless of

: Can alternative eaolanetlons
on, se ec on a or treatment groups.retc., be ruled out?

la f.

en

wh h -.1 I
. or ce w y enoug c ent y

diverse cireueetasces to give assurance that the effects claimed nay be similar when the
product or practice is used elsewhere for the populations intended.
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- The review process actually begins with the belief of a project officer that

the project is,worthy°of national dissemination. All submissions are reviewed

in-depth by the originating federal program office. They are examined for

factual accuracy, social fairness, and possible harm to users, as well as for

evidence of effectiveness. The final review is conducted by a seven-member

sub-panel of the JDRP convened by,the Executive Secretary. A vote is taken on

the submission immediately, after the review--a simple majority is required for

a favorable decision. JDRP has been known to ask for resubmission where

emideCe is less than adequate for a decision. The minutes of al4 reviews are

available to project staff and the general public.

Projects that area approved by JDRP become eligible for, but are not

guaranteed, dissemination funds distributed by the Department of Education to

selected projects. These projects become part of the National Diffusion

Network. (NDN), a nationwide system established to sist schools,

postsecondary instittitions, and others in improving thelreducation programs

through the adoption of exemplary education projects approved\by JORP; such

-projects are known as Developer/Demonstrator (D/D) projects. W'th these
\\

funds, and with the assistance of State Facilitators (SFs)--officeslocated

with each state and,funded by the Department of Education to help local

schools and others learn about and adopt D/b projects--the staff of validated

projects can assist in the adoption or adaptatio b.thet programs or

practices at other sites. D/D-projects are described in taNDN catalog,

Educational Programs that Work, which is distributed nationally.

A
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0 Identification, Validation, Dissemination (IVO)

'The IVO piocess was initiated jointly by the National Advisory Council for

Supplementary Centers and Services, State ESEA Title III Coordinators and ESEA

Title III personnel in the U.S. Office of Education, and the National

Association of State Advisory Council Chairmen, with input ard assistance from

theOtate Departments of Education. Although IVO was initially devigned for

the validation of Title III (now Title IV) programs, the developer; hoped that

the process would be used-for validating other programs as well. In fact,

most states that use the.IVO process USG Title IV funds to validate programs

funded under that Title.6

. The IVO process represented for its developers a quality control effort which

would serve a dual function:

First,..it would provide a systematic mechanism by which the
educational value and effectiveness of emerging programs, practices,
and products could be reviewed and assessed as to.thelr.sOccess;
i.e., the purposes and outcomes of develppmental.projects would be
"proven to work." Second, the validation process would enable the
creation of a hank of proven educationtTiractices. Once programs
and products have been validated as effeCtive and exportable, they
could be entered into this bank of successful programs. The
validation program, therefore, addressed the need to identify and to
certifyorogeams and practices that could facilitate constructive
educational changes in our nation's public and non-profit private
schools, and provided guidance riot only in establishing the
educational worth of a project at its original Bite but also in its
successful replication in other school* systems./,

04>

The IVO process is guided by a handbook called 22LELIcatioiariinal Success: A

Handbook for Validation of Educational Practices. The original handbook made

very explicit-the procedures to be used by the-state, by the validation team,

and by project staff. It offered three very general criteria, but the forms
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IIIin. the handbook made very explicit the requirements for meeting these

criteria. Projects were.given no guidance in Sharing Educational Success

regarding evaluation hatards or kinds of data that represent proofsof

achieveient gains.

In 1979, a revised edition of Snaring Educational Success was completed by the

U.S. Office of Education in cooperation with the Association of State-Advisory-

:Councils and the StAe Departments of Education. Three major considerations

led to the need for a revised edition: (1) the states felt the need to

develop ascadre of individuals at the state level who would be well trained

and who would ensure quality coqtrol of the validation standards nationally;

(2) there was a need for state autonomy in the validation process--autonomy
o

which would allow the states to modify, within federal guidelines, processes

and procedures for project validation; and (3) there was a need to reduce the

cost of the IVD process for both the states and the federal government.8

In the IVD process, each state validates projects that it believes are

euemplary, based on the following criteria:

1. Effectiveness/Success: Phject objectives identified for validation

are .supported by convincing evidence showing statistically and

educationally significant outcomes.

The documented effectiveness or success of a program or practice
is of paramount importance for,validation. A program or

, practice can be twproven to work" in numerous ways including:
(1) by demonstrating with convincing evidence that the program
will bring aboOt desired change or improvement over, the existing
practices, (2);v demonstrating a more efficient or cost-
effective program or practice through improved management,
resource utilization, etc., or (3) by demonstrating with
convincing evidence that a desired objective may be accomplished
without detrinint to the existing program.9



1.

2. Exportability: Information is provided to demonstrate project or

practice is capable of being diffused to other school districts and

can be adopted or adapted by other school districts with similar

needs and environments.

For the project as a whole_(or for each applicable component)
information required inclddes evidence of educattonil
significance, a description of the minimum level-bf adoption or
replication which would produce similar results, and information
about the target population; staffing and training requirements;

-moterials,.equipment, and facilities; replication costs; and
special'problems.10

Sharing Educational Success describes six steps to be taken in the validation

process. These steps can be modified by individual states to meet their own

needs, and time- and money-saving options are suggested.

1.. I.EA completes and submits application for validation to the state
agency or office, responsible for coordinating validation activities
at the state level.

E. Preliminary-review by the state agency for validation followed by:
a4 approval for,validation team review; or
b. return for_ revision according-to-suggestions;

or
c. disapproval for further validation:

3. Selection of the validationteam:
a. the team leader to be selected from out-of-state from the

list of USOE-trained team leaders within the region,
b. two team members selected from within the state from the

list of State-trained members.

;4. ReviewHof application by individual team members. (This may be done
as individuals in isolation from the.other team members or the team
may be convened to review an individual application or serve as a
panel to review-a group of applications):

a. the-team leader makes recommendations to the state agency
responsible for validation that the identified revisions
are to be completed before the od=site team visit is
conducted.

b. the team leader informs the state agency responsible for
validotibh-ttat the on-siti visit be conducted according to
the existing application.

13



S. Conduct of the on-site visit. The most frequent procedure is to send
all team members 6n-site. Some states have designated an individual
team member to conduct the on-site visit as a cost savings measure.
The individual conducting the on-site visit serves the role of
collecting and clarifying any incomplete or missing information
identified by the review of the application by the whole team.

6. The primary decision of the validation team *is either approval or
disapproval under the IVD standards.

If approved the team might also make the following recommendations:
1. Submission to JDRP .

2. State Dissemination
3. A special component or product be recognized as worthy of

distribution.

An abbreviated form of the application requirements for IVD validation is on

paget 13 and
,

14.
12

The requirements set forth in the original edition of

Sharing Educational Success, again in abbreviated form, can be found in the

.Appendix.

The IVO process requires no commitment from the federal government beyond

assistance in training validation teams. After a program or practice is

validated, the developers of Sharing Educational Success recommend that the

state take one or more steps:

Successful completion of the federal-state IVO process would be tied
to a "pay -off" to the project and to the state. Such rewards may
include, but not be limited to, entry into a state-operated
diffusion network, access to funds for project diffusion,
preliminary screening for national JDRP validation, or to otherwil" e
serve as arvehicle for educational improvement within the state.

The Department of Education may furnish technical assistance for state-level

diffusion, but only if , state-validated project is also approved by JDRP.

r.
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State Variations. The IVD process has been somewhat controversial since its

introduction. Some states still use this process, some states have modified

or adapted the process to meet their own needs, and a few have no validation

procedures at all.

An August 1977 survey of certification methods applied to innovative public

school programs conducted by Ray E. Foster of the Educational Innovations

Section of the Florida Department of Education
14

found that, of 50 states

and territories responding to the survey, 45 responded positively to the

following question:

Does your state education agency use a formal method to review and

,certify project developed programs (e.g., those developed under ESEA

-, IV-C Innovation) before promoting their widespread use ?15

A total of 33 respondents (73%) reported using the IVD process, although only

5 of these used that process alone; 22 used the IVO process and the JDRP

process; and 6 used those two processes in conjunction with a state-developed

process.
16

Six states indicated discontinued use of IVD, and five states

that were using the IVD process at the time of the survey indicated that they

were in the process of developing their own certification methods.

A. conclusion of the team conducting the survey was that "it appears that 'the

current trend is toward state-developed certification methods and away from

IVD participation."17

A more recent survey, conducted in 1980 and 1981 by the Research and

Development Exchange, thews-that-the-state-of affairs has --not changed -much



since the 1977' -survey. Of the fifty states surveyed by the 110x, all

responded. Forty-five reported that they have some form of established

--procedure-for-validating promising educational practices. Alabama, Hawaii,

Louisiana, Mississippi, and Nevada reported that they do not have a

procedure. Approximately two-thirds (29) of the states that have validation

programs employ either the IVO procedure.(23 states) or some modification of

the IVO procedure (6 states). Typical modifications of IVO involve the use of

in -state site reviewers to reduce costs and/or the use of state review panels

in conjunction with the site visits. Roughly a third of the states (N=16)

reported that they use their own state-developed validation processes. The

state -developed -processes.differ from IVO with respect to the specific

criteria and operational procedures used to verify the effectiveness and

.4111 transportability of the promising practices. Two of the states with their own

-I411,
processes (New Hampshire and Pennsylvania) viewed them as modifications of the

JORP process.
18

Sharing Educational Success mentions two benefits which accrue to.states which

develop their own validation process:

A few states have developed &state -level IVO Process which draws upon
-many of the significant elements of both IVO and JDRP, but represents
more than a composite of these two processes. In general, the state
IVO process attemptsto develop a state-administered procedure for the
quality control of programs, practices and products that are consonant
with and responsive to the needs of an-individual state. Further,
because the validation process involves the participation of
individuals and projects that come from a more limited geographiCal
area, the major benefit expected to accrue i4,that the validation
process promises to be more cost -Pffective. /2
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IVO EMISSION REQUIREMENTS
(Abbreviated Form)

Pan I. Information and &wrier

A. Aeolicant Information.(including expenditures)

V. Prolect Abstract or Overview

A twos,: summery describing key elements: target group, needs addressed. what you did (process). results,
significance of results, and cost and exportability factors.

Part II. Effectiveness/Success

_
bEELIUMUJIJIMU---

1. Identify the :ajar purpose of the program or practice.
2. List the-anticipated changes or objectives of the program or practice.
3. Identify howmuch change in process or behavior was expected for each objective if this was not

included in the statement of objectives.
4. Describe hew the major objectives are interrelated and If they are of equal importance.
S. Identify newer unanticipated objectives as well as Any objectives that were deleted during the

project.

B. Program Activities ---,-..

Describe the prelress(es) including each key element, such as:I.

a. What the leareer did differently
b. Whet the toucher did differently
-c. Use of treditinal or non - traditional materials
d. Special mangement plan(s)
a. Duration aed ihtensity of process daily schedule)
f. !nutmeat oft parents and/or commumity

'valuation Onion,

1. Describe briefly the evaluation design utilized in the project. (Time SOP106. baseline. norm
referenced, traditional exeermental -control design, discrepancy model, case study, etc.)

2. Establish that the evaluation instruments .r data gathering tqchniques utilized were valid, reliablp
and sensitive....The following format is suggested for tech instrument:

a. Tut or data gathering device
b. Validity
c. Reliability
d. Neat group. (if nerwrefelinced tests)
e: Criteria levels (ifcriteria-referenced tests)
f. Other relevant characteristics

3. Showlhat evidence was systematically gathered and recorded.

D. Results and Ansly71

1. Report the results-of the process intervention. Relate these results to specified objectives, both
process and product. Indicate whether results met or varied from expectations.

The following format would be helpful in responding for each objective:

a. Expected change or'anticipated outcome
b. Actual champs orresults. Utilize charts, graphs, statistical summaries where appropriate
c. Significance of resultseither statistical or otherwise. if other than statistical provide

rationale for evaluation of significance.

for overall Pre Jett results:

a. Estimate of educational or practical significance of findings
b. Brief interpretation of results

R. Show that the resifts wen,systematically and competintly analyzed.

3. Report unanticipated outcomes of major importance and significance.

13



no sumismoN REQUIRI1E1T3
(Abbreviated Form)

Continued

Part III. Exportability

The decementad morn of a program is an essential part in making that program available for diffusion.
The actual Prociii"of_diffusion my require a different, but related, set ofprogram activities and
materials. w411 identify aad document the program's capability to dings+ a successful Worm

1. liguidgelheffsgagg

prtanceschelitisud,uirgional community. megnitudt of the problem. benefits of replication i:etr,

2. lictreblehlaft

Describe the aepropriets learner population for the replication of the program and any unique
characteristics about .the original site that may limit-the success of a replication.

3. ;tatting amd Tninlne 4mouireemets

Describe special staffise and any Veining that is needed in order to reoliciti the program. Is such
staff usually available-to a school district; can the training be mooted?

4. piterials.pmiement. Facilities

Describe all reopirod_progrem materiali, equipment. and facilities necessary to replicate the
program. Provide copies during on-site visit.

5. litaiLidellgurigtikage,

Describe meet would constitute a minimum level of_replication of your program that would produce
similar results to these you have documented u successful. Can individual components be
replicated?

5. BgetagnSuja

Detail all casts, iaclud1ng costs of training, materials, and start-up.

7. ;social Problems

Describe special probimes that are likely to be encountered in the replication and operation of your
program. How can they be overcome or avoided?

14 18-



Sharill Business Success casi

Business practices-which successfully go through the ProCedure outlined in A

Handbook for Identification Validation, and' Dissemination of School Business

Practices-receive_vilidation approval from both the State-Education Agency and

the AssOciation of School Business Officials. The Process is similai to the

Identification, Validation, Dissemination (IVD) prOcess 'in operation but is

similar to the JDRP process in its rigor.

Ap1.3ilt-ants for validation are required to submit a preliminary application

which is reviewed by a screening committee. Applicants supply the following

information: 1) a statement of major outcomes in objective Form; (2) a

description in sequence ofthe changes, interventions, or activities whch

caused the accomplishments or outcomes; (3) a description of how the outcomes

N

were evaluated and evidence that achievements were significant, the result of

the new practice, and,persistent over time; (4) a desctiption of,materials

. and/or equipment used by the practice; (5) a statement of all cos* (6) a

description of savings in time and/ot money; (7) a deicriptiOn and number of

;personnel directly affected or involved in the practice; and (8) a statement

about other relevant information or speCial conditions bearing on the success

of the practice.2°

;

Those local education agencies which are invited to make full application must

supply extensive information about the practice--its effectiveness,

efficiency, cost, and exportability--and must undergo at least a one and a

half day site visit. -The criteria for success are those used -bye the Joint

-Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP).

11 9
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An abbreviated form of the application for validation can be found on pages

17-19.
21

flaject Informa'ion Packages ,_PIPS

Another major validation effort, undertaken by RMC Research Corporation for

the USOE Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation in the early seventies,

was a project called "The Development of Project Informgion Packages (PIPS)

for Effective Approaches in Compensatory Education.", The concern that the

projects selected for replication under this project be "exemplary in

producing significant cognitive achievement benefits" led to a major effort to

develop and describe a validation process more stringent than that used by the

JDRP. 22 Approximtely 2,000 projects in compensatory education were reviewed

by RMC in a nationwide search. Of these, 103 were examined in depth; only 6

met all of the criteria.

An outgrowth of the work performed by RMC for the PIP program was the

publication by USOE.of two volumes in a projected series of handbooks designed

to provide insight into validation procedures. The two volumes which have

been published are-A Procedural Guide for Validating Achievement Gains in

Educational Projects
23

and A Practical Guide to Measuring Project Impact on

Student Achievement,24 which discussess five evaluation models and the

procedPral implications of each.

Selection of projects for the PIP program involved three levels of criteria.

In the first screening, designed to eliminate programs which were not

411 compensatory, four prerequisites had to be met:

c
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SIWIIM OUSINESS SUCCESS

Submission Requirements
(Abbreviated Font) .

I. issic Inforestion

II. Ablogs41221:Ktia

Weiss stateliest of accomplishments as objectives or outcomes, description of activities, description
of materials and/or equipment, costs, savings In time and money, description 4f personnel, and evidence

__ef.gvvectewlemse_efficiencyvandimportability. Ano,includess brief diesOiPtion of locally designed
poblicetims and materials and a description of unanticipated outcomes and spin-affi.-

III. iffectimeness Criterion

Only major objectless Moild be presented for validation. A major objective represents a central
atone of the preetice which will be reflected In the amount of effort, staff time, funds expended,

- and anticipated-outcome. _ _ _

Seemly the Colleens Information for each objective:

1. Objectives should be stated in mesursion tared describing who or what has been effected, when
itui to be accomplished. bew.the accomplishments have been measured, Wm one will know that
Waccomelishments have occurred, and under what conditions.

. 2. Provide widen= is show that there was need for the objective.

3. Describe in detail the activities used to achieve this objective including, where appropriate,
the ported of operation, special materials, staffing, facilities, and inservice training, etc.*Mum Mee/

4. Describe thramaliation design, i.e., pre-Post measure, bawling dud. post measure only,
aprimentel control.

4. Describe date collection procedures specifying type of data collected, method of data collection,
timeline (a table lomat is suggested).

I. If evaluation infenestion was collected on a sampling of the practice participants, describe
seepling,teclinique-- live sample site and evidence of representativeness.

7. Mere control sits or iltImps were used.,describe how they were selected and give sass indication
of their melvelemy is the experimental group or unit.

S. Identify and describe each instrument or measuring device used in the evaluation.

O. live widens that persons respontible for data collection (adelnistration of tests, (memories,
reties form, or scales) were qualified for their tasks. If any instrument utilized required
Owlet training or pro:Mires. so indicate.

10. Describe data verification procedures Seed to assure the Accuracy of data. The descriptions should
include the nature of and degree to which data verification procedures were used to detect and

- correct errors In data mensgemet.

11. Describe the data minis procedure(s) used In data treatment and interpretation. Include names
of persons or mown' reversible for data analysis.

12. Provide statistical evidence (results or findings) that the evicted! level of
attainiamt (ctiorien levels) was achieved.

rr
13. Describe supporting evideme that the attainment of the objective can be attributed to the

activities of this practice.

'N 14. or educational impact of the reported findings. Cite both eeeitire
and negative sitcoms. Consider the impact of thepreetite on one or more of the following:
memagement, instrection, pommel. student services, and'edeptIOna: climate of the school and
cmommity.-

14. State tide conclusions which were draw from the results and findings reported in item mews
12'emd 14.

N
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51112INS MVOS SUCCESS

Submission aequirownts
(Abbreviated form)

Centimwed.

Efficiency is that tharicteristic of a practice that identifies It as being exemplary when neasured
by a cOmperino of its products with tests, tie'. awe effort.

1. Needs PvilritUrStiOdird.- Diatribe her tbe'prieritv for implementing this practice was determined.

2. rot
porwCipt

asaltiMtnsitscbeirsiT per wilt co:i:f
other
the :1:: and cJ:tip

known.

3. Tiomitantlgrer riddets on thel:: ur&Itaffmr) sivedau a
a.Wxwi:a :gelarsi

baton
athe

Installed.
was

4. 4AZn. Thisstandard resereeg
r Ii:::1

tsit.i4sw
statsti al 1 y significant gal n

or cheep, art hen that gain amperes to gains coda by other known practice with similar

Arevide.iitformation *ice amperes the gains, if a/pliable. made by the practice with
other prettiest preyleccly used by (1) year wheel systole, and (2) by other school

.

s. . rovidiiefermetien regarding (1) whet staler activities this practice
11441191112) hew the lasts were absorbed by its installation. and (2) how any savings were
VtIllald.

S. MalleiNdrita4rad._ t.rsloat hrhrastioPftich show iOngtons outcomes
\ar

sitjectites.

Y. SisallagagladScist \,

A summery of the expenditures (including indirect costs) for the start-up cld operation of the
practice. Inferestievisgivem for each objective.

SCoststart-up OperaCoatstional Indirect
Its,

Pomona

Staff Orrelopment

Materials

teuiposnt

IC

Contracted terviat

Other

TOTAL
,

VI Exaertabilitv Criteria

.(`

T. Amid, a description of the need for this practice in other districts. If the
prat co can adapted in part, the Mann Shalld substantiate this. ,

2. Itai.kLA/jOgeggd. Arendt evidence that the practice will continue in a0PrOximiteiAiri San
woleW011iali of tens that will allow examfmatice by interested observers.
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MARINI "Albin =CUSS

Submission Requirements
(Abbreviated Form

Continued
)

3. becificity Stadia

a. SAW slid **Mimi's* of staff
b. Meat of the practice on staff, orgenitaiion, end community
C. DeetriPtiell of menial equipment and facilities
4. Description of essential meteriais
e. Required staff training
f. Ceemmity pertielpetion

g. Description of additional factors essential to the success of the prattle

4. airsIVelts4---. $14scrtbe the ef the able adninistration to act u host. And-
ass gn s ass st potential adopters.

S. itgatidiel. Describe the activities, materials, and equipment now available which convey
am o the practice to a petemtiai adopter.

S. ftaltv Stinert. Deseribe,the pretties io tem ef the use ef'eneerelhading. attest of
treble, required,-simgleoess of wpm, and adoptability without major adSnsbeenth to other

7. Atriabilitytaetodirt.

S.

trrtictegVre;ceintLittl 1

-the evailabillty of materials and equipment that are essential

specie, problems (unique to this !tied of practice) which the adopting.
impleienting the practice and describe solution.

YU. cprtifications and Attachment of Suclortile Documents #

11 ME ME 1111111111.11,

I

19

23

4111111INIII,



1. Provides instruction in reading and/ormath.
2. Serves children in grades K-12.
3. Serves educationally 4Agadvantaged children. --<
4. Has achievement test dna for more than one 'instance." '

Thseco,i4Jeveiof screening centered on the follioig considerations:t

1. Availability
, ..

t

Accessibility (can be visited for validation; personnel are
cooperative; procedures, results, and costs are documented) .

Acceptability (operational .in public scnooli; ha
single commercial product)

2. Cost ,
c

. Cost of equipment Oils, Special personnel (per pupil)

COst-of initial investment (per pupil)

3. .RepliCISility

-411 majorcomponents can be clearly duplicated

4, iirfectiveness :

Achievement test data show consistently that actual post!
treatment performance exceeds the no-treatment expectation by an
amount.which:is statistically significant and equal to atleast
one-third standard deviationLlith.respeCt to the_national norm.
A gain of one-third standard heviation.withrespect to the
national norm was chosen as the criterion to be used in the
national.packaging effort for determining exemplary status.25.

The final stage of screening for the PIP project required descriptions of the

...

experimental and comparison groups, the evaluation model employed, discussion

of possible confounding influences, and representation of evidence of

statistical significance. Projects which were still under consideration after
sr'

the final screening were then taken through the 22 steps in the "decision

tree" for validating statistioal significance which is described in A

Procedural Guide for Validatin' Achievement Gains in Educational Pro *As. The



V

three screening workshops,
26

the flow chart for the decision tree27 and a

brief description of the 22 steps28 are'oeges 22-27.

National Education Practices File

INIE's Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) has also responded to

ithe growing concern about identification of worthwhile educational programs

. .And practices. The ERIC system was originally designed to make readily
1

.

?mailable fugitive research, conference documents, and federal reports. In

-ihe early seventies it became evident many of the documents in the system
-, . t

,
.

fm 0h tied practice rather than research, and the focus for the monthly
.

journa RIE* changed from Research in Education to Resources in Education.
t,.

1'This was not lendilgh, however, and theiretsure to develo a file of

1

educational practices grew. A feasibility study for such a file by. .

Bibliographt Retrieval Services, Inc. (BRS) led to the design and development

by that orga ization of the National Educition Practices File. One of the

major probleMcfor an in developing the file was the question of how to

1

validate the raaticeS. in fact, that proved impossible--some.practices in
,

the National ducation Practices File have evaluation data, others do not.

Decisions about the relatil/ merits of the practices are left to tie users of

the file.

.

In January 1979, NIE selected 12 pilot sites for the National Education

Practices File:

Alaska

California

State of Alaska, Department of
Education,. Juneau

San Mateo Educational Resources Center'
(SMERC), Redwood City

_2 5
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AV= TITLE

Nate Ina tial s

MESJECT MECTIOI OUTEItIa 11CMICSICIT

Seseery rope

OtSCRIPTICM
.

.

tr.= vs. Mule class

. .

.

PFAMOJISITES
%

0 Provides inetrectiee in reeding eadierseth
0 Serves callers* le erodes X-12
o Serves educationally disadvantaged cellars)
CI sec achievement test date for mere them one `instances

FINAL ASSISAMENT
.

CI erad .

C for roJection
(3 Prerequisites Mt met

.

(3 Isulaquata evidence of effectiveness
CI excessive toots
C3 Net available
CI Net replicable

PROJECT SELECTION CIITMA MeMENNUT II

Preliminary Screeds, Criteria .

./ M a IBM \,\

*

Atemesibilit's

CI Cam be visited for validation

Persreval are cooperative

Ci Tr000dures. reavItL and costs are 611Clallatiii

insuarteallity:

Q Opertirel I. public schools

C3 Net primarily c;mmertial precinct

1 Q edellieet plus modal perm:eel lass then Ste_ per pupil

Q Ivitial inveemmest lesi then S per pupil

Q (Alternatively) POMPOM cat ever a three year anerational period Including start -up tests should
net emceed $ Per leer

NEPLICABILITY

C3 All osJer ce imatm can cleerly be 'Implicated. Components include: memorials. herdnere.
personnel, end envIrenments.

ILEEMMI. . f

Q Achievement test data same CSOMMINtly,thlit actual post-treatment performance exceeds the
netrestment expectation by to aerant WOO Is statistically significant and equal to at least

stsetard deviation wits respect to the national Mrs.

22 2 6
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'1161411CT guava CRITERIA MOIMIKET III

Analysis of rapist Evaluation

Complete a separate 'but for each validating sits or combination of situ for which maraca data are
reported.

POUCT fru

Tryout Grimm

I. Tryout Swam

' . A. Traidamt: groin dikriptiOsi
Nunbor.,

2. Srsolosiek..

4..P110011/11.
CwStios11/Classresms
I.3aloctios- procedure
7. Trosamair-porlardatos

g. Caiipirt giiMaiAaaerigtlaM4it'saui as-osporimintal group writs 'same)

a

4. Pregrojis
S. Sdsols/Classranms-
I' Usti

troomof purled do-
lisurCorivesk-

tvalmottwrillsdal belayed
lawsrimhronced.
Cameral grap

Confsunding, Influsacas- Comm on itans. clocked)

Imadspets-tasts---

01161 ![fret

1WriTraM
TirEliiratimm.

lamoroorfitclisting-timos

a so pow
Sartieipaat soisctiiii via poitost

rt. howliss Orionis
A. tvidamse ef Statistical Significance

S. Mitt Gels lath ANNA th the iStiOna Mn
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DECISION TREE FOR VALIDATINI STATISTICAL SIONIFICANCE

Are the test instrumeets adequately reliable. and valid for the popul&tion being considered?

Yes Proceed to Step 2

No Reject test scores as measures of project success

lila Are pre- or posttest score distributions of any MVOs curtailed by ceiling or floor effects?

Yes Estimate the site of the effect. record on the worksheet.
and proceed to Stet 2

No Proceed to Step 2 .

Is there reason
responsible for

Yes

Ne

MIA Is there-reason
bible for

Yes

No

to believe that the pretesting experience goy have been at least partially
the observed treatment effect?

Estimate the site of the effect. record on the worksheet.
and proceed to Step 4

Proceed tc Stig 4\

, 1

to believe that knowledge of group membership any have been at least partially
the observed treatment effect?

Wiest' the site of the effect, record ix% the torksheet,
bad proceed to Step S-

Proceed to Step II

Is there ream to believe that student turnover say have been partially responsible for the
observed treatment effect?

Yes Estimate the site of the effect. record on the worksheet.
and proceed to Step 6

No Proceed to Step 6

Stec , Does the'rseliiation employ a control group?

Yes Skip to Step 14

No . Proceed to Stop 7
0

.1111LZ Were pretest scores used to select the treatment group?

Yes "Estimate the site of the regression effect. record on the
worksheet. and proceed to Step

No Proceed *) Step I

1211 Are normative data available for tasting dates which can be meaningfully related to the pre.
and peettesting of the program pupils?

Yes - Preened to Ste, ,

Me deject ROMM OU, caparisons as adequate evidence of
Inject ceases

Oe the norms provide a valid Wieling against which to assess the progress of the treatment
group?

Yes Framed to Step 10

No Reject norm-prove comparison as adequate evidence of project
success

25
30



OttiSICO TREE

Continued

Ball Is the comparison between the trainmen group and the none group based on pre- and posttest
scores or an gain scores?

Pro- and posttest scores

Gain scores

St. 11

St. 12

sees 13

Proceed to Stop 11

Skip to-Stop 12

4k

Nave appropriate statistical tests been employed to assess the significance of the gain in
treetment group performance relative to the none group?

Yes , Skip to Step 21

No Skip to Step 13

Are pre' and/or posttest scores available?

Yes Proceed-to Step 13

. Na abject nereroup comparisons as adequate evidence of
projoct success

Can appropriate statistical tests be employed to assess the significance of the gain in
treating% group performance relative to the norm group?

Yes Costae appropriate statistics and skip to Stet 22

No Reject nere.grouf comparisons. asedequate evidence of
project success

matched or unmatched, randomly assigned to the treatment andWere the children, either

Ne

comparison groups?

Yes Skip to Step IS

Proceed to Step 1$

Std Is. there evidence, that members of the treatment and control groups belong to the same
population or to Immolations that are similar on all educationally relevant variables
including pretest scores?

Yes Proceed to Step 1$

No See Appendix C (Estimation of Treatment Effects from the
Performance of nos .Comparable Control Groups)

Ste. ii Are posttreatment comparisons mode in terms of posttest or gain scores?

Posttest scores Skip to Step 19

Yin scores Proceed to Step 17

Ste 17 Can data be obtained which wield enable application of covariance analysis techniques. would
such analyses be aepropriata, and is ttire a /tamable expectation that they would produce
significant results?

Yes Conduct covariance analysis and proceed to Step 22

No Skip to Step 20

Raul Were pretest scores collected?

Yes Go back to Step It

No Proceed to Step 20

26



DECISION TAU
Continued

Stan ii Mow covariance analysis techniques been employed to adjust for initial differences betwein groups?

Yes Skip to Stap 22

No "' le beck to Step'17

VII Nave appropriate statistical tests been,spleyed to compere posttest and gain scores?

Yee Skip to Step 22

No Proceed to Stip 21

j_3. Can date be obtainedwhich would enable appropriate tests to be mode._.

Yet Obtain data,commte appropriate statistics, and proceed

-
Usurp

No Neject posttest and/or gain score comparisons as moots
'tvidence.of project success

1312.2. De analysis results favor the treiteMet group at the pre-selected level of statistical
significance?

Yes Review all evidence compiled during the validation process and
:::11:::mont.to decide whether the statistical test results can

ly be attributai to project effects

Ns Meet evidence as being inadequate to validate project swims

2



Illinois State Board of Education, Illinois
Resource-and DiSiiihinaticin Network,
Springfield

Maine Mid Cost Teacher Center, Camden
Michigan Wayne County Intermediate School

District, Wayne
"Minnesota Exchange at the Teacher Center,

Minneapolis Public Schools/University
. of*Minnesota, Minneapolis

Missouri
_.

University of Missouri-Kansas City,
University Libraries'

Ohio ERIC Clearidghousefor,Science,
Mathematics,_ add tnvixonmental

Education, Ohio State University,
Columbus -,'

Oregon Northweit'Regional Educational
labOratory, Portland

Texas Southwest Educational Development
Laboratory, Austin

Texas Texas Education Agency, Austin
Washington, O.C. National Institute of Education,

, Education -A Pesearch Library

The pilot test began, in May 1079,, with a collection consisting of

1. All programs disseminKed by NON (and therefore validated by JORP).

2. All Title Iv-4 programs for whiCii.SEAs submitted descriptions (some

of which had been validated by IVD, some by state processes, and some

unvalidated).

Progrus in mathematics, science, and environmental education that

were-developed by R&D labs and centersand by practitioners (with a

variety of evaluation data, some empirical, some subjective).

oar

In all 1980, the National Institute of Education decided not to fund a full.

implecentation of the Wiwi Education Practices File. The Education Service

Group, Inc., of'Scotia, New York, is involved in an effort to continue the

work begun during the funding period. The "SChool Practices Information File"

is offered as part of ESG's School Practices Information Service.29

28 3 3



Other Significant Efforts

A search for ggemplary projects in the area of reading was conducted by

American Institutes for Research (AIR) in the early seventies for the Right to

Read Office. The search involved reviewing past research studies,

computer-scored abstracts, add library materials; as well as obtaining

, nominations from experts in the field and from staff members of educational,
,y-

.professional,) and goveinment-organizations,-Anformation about each program

was, gathered by means of,a study questionnaire, the Program Information Form
. .

'(PIF) °; and from more detailed program documents.

Over 1,500 programccandidates identified through literature searches and

nominations were sent the PIF; 728 completed forms were returned. The

0 criteria for screening the reading programs included

T. ,Location within the United States.

2. Operation for at least one year and the expectation of two additional

years of operation.

3. Availability of program evaluation evidence reported since 1968.

4. A focus on reliably measured reading achievement.
"le

5. An adequate assessment design and statistical treatment comparing

reading achievement gains for program participants with gains for a

credible non-participant group.

6. Adequate size.

7. Potential for replication.

AIR-reported that, ultimately, the quality of local program evaluation was the

major discriminator between effective and non-effective programs in this

All massive search for effective reading programs. 30

29 34
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411 Twenty-seven of the 728 programs were recommended by AIR as having exhibited

'positive rei4ng gains on the part of students over a certain number of

years. Of these twenty-seven, twelve were selected by Right to Read based on

the criteria of the Joint Dissemination Review Panel; these were to be

packaged and disseminated individually.

Right to Read felt thatrmany of the remaining programs for which forms had

. been returned;alsosshowed potential forimproving reading ability. :Taken

together, these programs represented a wide range of approaches to teaching

reading and provided a wealth of ideas that might be adapted'to fit local
4

objectives and needs. These programs are described in a separately published

catalog Effective Reading Programs: Summaries of 222 Selected Programs.31

The Office of Dissemination and Resources of the National Institute of

Education also launched a search for promising programs and practiies. The

Catalog of Promising Educational Programs and Practices, compiled by Automated

Services, Inc., was.a collection of abstracts describing selected programs

operating in the nation's schools during the 1972-73 school year.

Approximately 3,000 programs were identified and surveyed by Of the

1,000 programs' which responded to the survey, 157 were chosen for inclusion in

the Catalog.32

The Catalog offers another example of an early attempt to establish validation

criteria. *Verification" rather than "validation" was the word used in this

project:



1.y The program has specific, identifiable educational objectives.

2. The program has been in existence for at least one year. The local
school should be planning to continue it.

3. The program has been evaluated and has been judged to be at least
"promising"' or "verified." The term "promising" is used *ft cover-
those programs showing potential for producing more effective
results, but for which convincing evaluative data are lacking. At
the other extreme; "verified" is used for programs supported byhard
valuative_datcon effectiveness.

4,_Theelocal.district sponsoring- the programs should-be-able-and willing
to respOnd to any inquiries on the program/practice that national
disseminatiokMay generate.

The,program has the potential for succettfUl replication in settings
other than those for which it was originally designed.

6. The program is not dependent for success on any special feature, such
as a charismatic director, expensiye equipment not usually found in a

.local school, or exorbitant costs. .54

MAJOR ISSUES IN VALIDATION

States which are developing or refining validation procedures must grapple

with many issues. A description of some of the major issues follows.

Replication vs. Adaptation

-Is it likely that an exempla program or practice which is chosen for

adoption by another 3chool district will be replicated, or will itbe adapted

to meet the needs of th'Cstudents and staff in that district? Obviously,

there are proponents on both sides of this argument. Two examples of programs

which their developers feel have led to re lications all over the country are

the National Diffusion Networ:k (NON), consisting of JDRP approved educational

programs and practices, and the Experience Based'Career Educatioq Program

(VICE).

31 36
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,41, The NON has been discussed earlier in this paper. Evaluation of that network

has shown that replication has occurred: O

The approach appears highly effective in creating LEA awareness,
interest, and subsequent implementation of innovations being
diffused. Factors accounting for successful adoptions were: (1)

thorough, persistent, and-well-differentiated awareness activities;
(2) early involvement of administrative and instructional decision
makers and emphasis on local commitment; (3) extensive use of
in- person 4actics at all stages of-the adoption process, including
follow-up visits; (4) provision:of comprehensive and well-developed
imaterials to support adoptions; (5) personal dynamics of the
-Developir.and management skills of the. Facilitator;, (6), emphasis on

practitiohor'chanse,,Ohase,in-of implementation, andlow reliance on
expensive resources; (7) Support'oCLEA,visitsto,diMonstration '

sites. Adoption.patterns appeared reasonably uniform-by innovation
type.and,geographic area, but disproportionate in terms of school
level and-district urbanism. Much of the overall NON success is
attributed to effort and enthusiasm of participating change agents.34

With support from the Nationl Institute of EduCation, four different EBCE

410 programs using the community as the clatsroom were developed between 1970 and

1975 by educational research and development groups (the Appalachia

Educational Laboratory, the-Far West Laboratory, the Rorthwest Regional

Educational Laboratory, and Research for Better Schools). In 1975, following

a laudatory external review by practitioners, researchers, and experts in

educational change of the programs-in the four development sites

1

(Philadelphia, CharlestOn, Portland, and Oakland), EBCE was - approved by the

Joint Dissemination Review.Panel.

One component of the dissemination strategy was selection of several pilot

sites for each of the four EBCE models. These sites received very extensive

technical assistance from Developer/Demonstrators (50 to 80 person days for

each of two yeart). All operational costs, however, were borne by the school

37
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.systems in the pilot sites. These "high fidelity" sites,were intended as

.places for, the program developers to learn h-Ow to-implement their programs

elsewhere, to see if the results would be as positive as they were in the

original foUr development sites, and as training and observation s4es for

others. All people who were interested in the progress of the network could

learn more about it through newsletters and conferences. Expansion of the

network included $100,000 planning awards to fodr states_free technical

assistance to thirteen other states, and.disseilination of the program by the

U.S Bureau of Adult and Occupational Education. In 1976 and 1977 BCE's, were
, I

,
,

1
' '3'

imPlemented in 44 states and territories.-
5

1:-

One of the most tmportint recent documents addressing the question of

replication vs..adaptation is Federal Programs, Supporting Educational Change,

IOP the.8-volume report of a four -year study conducted by the Rand Corporation.

Only !tsamOling their findings is possible here.

One important finding, or perhaps we should call it a confirmation, is that

LEA staff tend to seek solutions to their problems from local sources:

Our evidence suggests that the "search for alternatives" traditionally
assumed to be characteristic of the problem-solving approach to innovation
did not occur. In developing projects, LEAused information or
treatments that were already knoWn to local district personnel. This may
meamthat LEA staff intuitively feel that the success and suitability of
an innovation_depend prtnarily on local conditions, a view that ou
evidence supports.. Thus, local administrators are likely to be skeptical
about the reported msuccess""of educational methods in_other districts and
tend to rely on the advice of local profe2lionals who have a thorough
knowledge of particular local conditions.)U

The Rand research group observed three types of interactions--"defined by the

extent to which the project was adapted to the institution or vice veria"--

'that charactqrized implementation_processes:

33 38 ,
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-
1.. Nonimplementation occurred when the project neither-altered its

lirting nor was adapted to it. Some projects simply broke down-
-during implementation, particularly if they were very comprehensive,
or "overly planned" and prescribed; others were ignored or received
scant attention from:users, particularly,, if they had objectives that
were trivial or peripheral to classroom concerns.

2. Coo 'cation occurred where the staff adapted. the project, usually
emascu a ng it, to-meet their own needs, without any corresponding
change in traditional institutional behavior or practices. Such

projects could. experience a deceptively smooth- Implementation.

-3. --Mutual -ad cation -occurred-when-both.,project -and-setting-wert
c hangs . ua adaptation could a variety .of adjustments to
the project itself -=for example; reduction or modification of
idealistic ,project gOalsramendment.OrsiMpiffiCation of project
treateenti:downward-revision of'eibitioui expectations for-behavioral
Chinge-in,thestaff or of overly- optimistic effects of the project on
students, and so on._ Concomitant with.these modifications in project
desigkor,objeCtives, new behaviors were required by project staff,
as well as,new attitudes-necessary for integrating project strategies
nto'classroom practiCes. Mutual adaptation seldom meant smooth or
trouble-free implementation..- Indeed, from the perspective of an

__outside observer, the first-year-or so-of- project operationt might
oftin be seen al chaotic, aS staff tried hard to make the project
work for them.4/

Not surprisingly, kproject's outcome depended on the process
characterizing its implementation. Projects that either broke down or-
were applied in a- roforma way (i.e., were essentially nonimplemented)
caused little change- n teachers and little improvement in student
performance; they wore generally perceived as achieving a low percentage
of their goals. Coopted projects not infrequently achieved an average or
abOve average percentage of their goals, depending oh.their complexity and
'ambitioUsness,.but.they generally did not significantly alter the
teaches! behavior.1 Projects whose implementation is best characterized _

as mutual adaptation were not invariably successful, particularly when
their ambition surpassed their capacity. Yet, they had a better chance of .

being effectively implemented. Moreover, mutual adaptation was the only
process leadingto.teacher change; in other words, teachers changed as
they land only as they) worked to modify the project's design to suit
their particular school or classroom.

We can understand why mutual adaptation characterizes effective projects
by looking more closely at implementation in the classroom. The task of
teaching essentially consists of a one-to-one relationship between teacher
and student. It thus nec4ssarily depends heavily on idiosyncratic teacher
and situational characteristics, and consequently, the. same project will

be implemented somewhat differently in each classroom And in each school.
If instead a project is applied uniformly or rigidly, it is'unlikely that
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the 'new techniques will significantly or positively alter the teacher-

student relationship. The development of new teaching behaviors within
each classroom is a pragmatic, learn -by -doing process consisting of a
step-by-Step fine tuning of project design. Therefore, the process that
fosters effective implementation and teacher change is one that promotes
each tegicher's ability, capacity, and motivation to accomplish this unique
tuning.J°

. Fullan and Pomfret (1977) offered their perspective on the question,bf

replication vs. adaptation after analyzing fifteen studies on the problem of

defining and measuring implementation:

In general, current central policies (at both the national and school
district level) at best promote adoption. These policies do not have a

. strong _influence on implementation because they fail to address those
\ factdrs most critical for implementation. In order to support more

effectiie implementation some-major interrelated steps are necessary.

First, instead of promoting specific innovations, central policy makers
should be emphasizing. broad -based programs and providing corresponding
support forAocal development. of specific. forms --of implementation, thereby
facilitating clarity and explicitness of programs on the part of users.
Implementation plans could be requested in advance from local authorities,
and could be monitored with the expectation that specific innovative
projects would be implemented and assessed.

Second, local experimentation should be encouraged during implementation
to develop variants of innovation in which specific goals and means are
seen as consequences of exploration, negotiation, and "development in use."

Third, evaluation of innovative projects at least during initial
implementation should be directed toward facilitatin im lemenfation and
local s stem ca abilities through data fee ac an o er forms o.
suppo , ra ner tnan toward judging success or failure.

Fourth, and closely related to the previous points, the incentive system
for implementation Auld have to be drastically altered at all levels. If

there is one finding that stands out in our review, it is that effective
implementation of social innovations requires time, personal interaction
and contacts, in-service training, and other forms of people-based
support. Research has shown time and again that there is no substitute
for the primacy of personal contact among implementers, and between
implementers and planners/consultants: if the difficult process of
unlearning old roles and learning new ones is to occur. Equally clear is
the absence of such opportunities on a regular basis during the planning
and impluentation of most innovatons.. All of this means that new
approaches to educational change should include longer time perspeCtives, -

more small-scale intensive projects, more resources, time, and
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mechanisms for contact among would-be implementers at both the initiation
or- adoption stages, and especially during implementation. Providing these
resources may not be politically and financially feasible in many
situations, but there isno quettion that effective implementation will
not occur without them.Jv

Evaluation Experience.of Project Staff

All of the validation procedures that have been developed have been intended

as guides for interpreting data that have resulted from both experimental and

arequasi-experimental research designs. Whey a not intended as guides for

-conducting'evaluations, although an understanding of the process, the criteria

used in validation, and the potential,evaluation pitfalls is critical for the

project director who. intends to try for validation and for the State Education

Agency or-Intermediate Service Agency personnel who will offer technical

assistance to the project director as he or she prepares to submit the project

for validation.

7

A major problem for states as they use IVD or develop their own validation

procedures is ne inability of most LEA personnel to deal adequately with the

valuation question as they klaii and execute the research design. ,The

National Association of State. Advisory Councils (NASAC) study of the IVD-

process addresses this problem:

Most personnel directly invovled with a local education agency seeking
validation of its project have virtually no prior experience or expertise .

in evaluation. This consensus opinion is especially portrayed by project
evaluation efforts associated with"the design and conduct, analysis and
reporting of project outcomes in a form likely to be acceptable-to the
validation team. !Moreover, very few LEAs have the internal capabilities
to assure an evaluation of a project prior to its submission for
validation.

The majority of projects are therefore required to seek external support

for evaluation assistance. In general, the LEAs engage evaluators with -

ti
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varying degrees ofi expertiseln program evaluation and, ideally, with
experience in the requirements of an IVO assessment, per se. The major
implication of thii decision is that the notion and purpose of evalOation
takes on a very narrow objective in itself: assuring a successful
.validation Only.' Most project directors. interviewed by the study team
reaffirmed that, to successfully enter and "pass" IVD (and the JDRP
review, if sought), the contracting. of an experienced evaluator is. . . a
"no-choice" segment of the decision process.4!"

Many projects which come before JDRP for validation' are rejected because of a

dm the research design__or_evejuatiom_pient_accordingto-Seymottr Rubakl.

past Executive Secretary of the JDRP.41 Dr. Rubak suggests that project

staff become aware in the project planning stages of potential pitfalls'and

guard carefully against them. Hiring an evaluation specialist after the fact

cannot eliminate these flaws. The JDRP Ideabook lists 14 of the most common

evaluation hazards and describes how to avoid them. The flaws are listed

below:

1. Claiming much, providing evidence of little.

Where evidence matches the claims, a favorable decision is far
more likely than where evidence falls far short of-goals,
objectives, and claims.

2. Selecting measures not logically related to the intervention.

,3. The use of grade-equivalent scores.

Grade-equivalent scores provide an insensitive, and, in some
instances, a systematically distorted, assessment of cognitive
growth.

4. The use of a single set of test scores for both selecting and
pretesting participants.

5. The use of comparisons with inappropriate test dates for obtaining
information.

In norm-referenced evaluations, tests should be administered at
nearly the same time as the test publisher tested the norm group.

The use of inappropriate levQls of tests.
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T., -Missing data.

--111e'use of noncoMparable treatment and control groups.

The use-of inappropriate statistical adjustments with non-equivalent
.control,,, groups'.

Making between -group comparisons using either Traw" gain scores
or "residualliain scores should be scrupulously avoided.

ConttOucting,i matched control group after the treatment group\has
been selected.

11. Ihe.careless collection of data.

12. 'The use!of different instruments for pretesting and posttesting.

13. The use-of ipappropriattforMulas to generate.no-treatment
.

eXPeitationS.

Many prOjeCtsvie-an unrealistic theoretical Model or =formula to

calculate '"expected"'posttest scores from IQ or other pretest
scores. If'students do better than the calculated expectation,

--thiTOioject is considered a succes.

14. Mistaken attribution of causality.

The plausibility- of alternative explanations should be carefully
examihedbefore evaluation results are attributed to project.
impact, as evaluflion hazards are often the cause of Apparent
gains. or ,losses.44

One example of an attempt to educate project staff in the early stages of

project.Plaininican be found. in the Right to Read Validation Procedural

Guide.. (Right to Read encourages all interested LEAs to have their reading

programs validated.) In addition to a description of validation procedures,

the Guide includes a description of evaluation hazards, a four-step

experimental design, an explanation of standardized tests, a table of

representative learning outcomes and possible methods of evaluation, a sample

assessment planning chart, and evaluation checklist.



State Responsibilities:Before Validation

Is it the responsibility of the state to educate project directors concerning

the potential hazards inoproject design and evaluation? The executive summary

1?f the NASAC-IVD project-describes what seems to be the process in the five

IVO states which were studied 4Colorado,.Florida, New Jersey, Minnesota,

Washington):

'----------7-111e---COnsultatli-fe-le of SEA personnel, pattialliflythose associated with-
Title IV-C offices,. can be ettensive or minimal. The degree of SEA
involvement in the decition'process appears to be highly.dependent upon
the level of expertise of the project director. . . . [S]ubstantial
cOnsUltatiiiersuppOrt is directed by the SEA to those projects which do not
.appear to be sufficiently aware of the key elements- -and pitfalls--of the
validation proceis._

Key.projects and programs known by SEA officials as having a high
probability of successful development and validation 64-often
"pre=selectede-by-the-SEA-as-likely-candidates-for-IV0i-or-even-JORP---

,-review.,. The probable eduCational,significanceand'exportability.of the
project to other school districts are keit riori benchmarks in the
selection process. These projects, once se ec e are -then subjected to
careful "care and feeding" throughout the .developmental stages leading to
-the-decision to seek validation, and indeed thrdugh the validation process

I

et,

"Exemplary" vs "Promising"

A critical issue for cLtates developing a validation process is the degree of

"rigor" which should be applied in validating'programs. In "Exemplary

Practice: A Report on Recent Searches,* Turnbull addresses this question:

Much controversy around criteria centers on the word "rigor," which tends
to mean a requirement for hard evaluation data. Advocates of rigor
maintain that without requiring data there is noway of being sure of a
program's effectiveness. The most stringent searches for exemplary
programs have rejected hundreds upon hundreds of programs because they
lacked satisfactory-evaluation designs or results.

Some critics contend that it is wasteful to locate these programs and not
publicize them, since they might contain valuable ideas. Moreover, what
will be the local repercussions when a program is considered and
rejected? Other critics say.that projects should not be penalized for
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local evaluators' frequent, inability to meet strict standards. A' similar

point is that local decision-makers do not wagt to apply these standards
in screening projects that they might adopt.44

The controversy concerning the question of whether programs with no hard

evidence of impact should be selected and disseminated was also addressed

during the July 1974 NIE Conference on Increasing the Use of Promising

Practices Information bY'Local Education Agencies. Participants at the

conferencelocal-educators, SEA personnel, and information services

specialists-- arrived at the following understandings of this controversy:

1. LEA's-do hiiiethe responsibility for finally judging a program's

2. Promising practices information isUseful to LEA's when considering a
-Wide range of ideas, alternative approaches and new programs, focused
in a single problem area, as.well as when seeking a single,.
"2exempla0? model.

. Funds are not presently available to validate more than a handful of
promising practicetelbus, hard d4taon outcomes will not exist in
themar-futurefor most proMiiing practites,-for reasons entirely
unrelated to the- value-or "promise."4*

Many states have tried.to address these problems by deVeloping their _own files

of exemplary programs and practices. A 1978 survey by BRS revealed that 97%

of the 37 states and. territories responding to the survey were building (83%)

or were intending to build (14%)*an educational resource base:

The focus of content is on projects/practices somehow associated with a1
"quality" measure, be it a defined process (validation) or a more
subjective selection ("exemplary"). 40

There is inherent in these activities a potential coordination problem if

states do not take some precautions during the planning stages to set up

knoWledge bases that will be compatible with the knowledge bases of other

410 states and, perhaps, with,the National Education Practices File. Gregory

Benson expresses this concern in his report of the BRS survey:
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A-move ,toward effective educational practice "labeling laws" would go a
Ion way -toward eliminating many of the current "linker" activities
.required now because we do,not km* or report. sufficient content, context,
-01Vorscontext!lt quality indicators regarding. educational practice. We
ShOuld%move toward-resolution of these issues together; and the one
eleMeht common to all-edUcational-change-efforts is the knowledge base.
IndividuallY,. we are realizing this fact and attempting to do something
about-it. . HoWeveri, if We are to develop a national capability
reflective of our individual needs, there must be a mechanism through
which we can orchestrate our efforts.w

On Site' Visits

Is it absolutely essential that on-site visits be made to projects being

considered for validation? JORP makes all decisions without On-site visits.

And with Only 10 pages of evidence of a program's effiitiveness. ,Although the

panel is. made up of 22. highly trained specialists, four of whom must agree

that a program or Practice is:effective if it is to meet with JORP approval

the panel has-met with criticism because of its failure to include a visit to

the site of each program or practice it screens. The'RASAC-IVO report

recommends the JORP incorporate a site visit into its procedures.
48

It would be impossible for every-state with a validation program to locate a

group of evaluation specialiitt*'-who would be qualified to evaluate the data

from all programs and practices submitted to 'the state for validation. States. °

would also,y.iti-to maintain panels of content specialists and experts able to

validate the exportability'Of a program or practice. The possibility of a

regional panel established by several cooperating states might be a feasible,

though untested, alternative.

The use of on-site teams means that apparently weak data or-inconsistent

111 evidence, a frequent problem for local projects, has a second chance. An
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evaluation specfalist working with project staff on can assist the staff

inpresenting the data in a different way or can help them clarify the

evidence. For those programs or practices which are not ready for validation,

an on-lite team will be able to offer guidance for future attempts at

validation.

The importance of the on-site visit was an issue_discuised at the six-state

validation conference sponsored by the Southwest Educational Development

Laboratory's Regional Exchange project in April 1979.

The temptation to validate-a program based only on developer-Writer
desdriOtions plus-examination of program products should be resisted. Ask
whether the program, the process, or the product is to be validated. The
validation,quettion&thich need to b answered will differ for each
categft, and_the usefulnesi of the_validation_data_will differ
accordingly. Paper-files--cellections of reports, brochures, teaching
materialsond testify to procedures and processes, in
general, and will indicate the quilityof the teaching materials. What
will not be clear is the actual operation of the program in .a school, and
its-effects on teachers, studeqsr and school routine. Paper files will
not-show. whether implementation is occurring in all classrooms, or whether
the manner of *lamentation differs significantly across classrooms.
So-Called program on the other hand, address these-questions
because they will provide for on-site visits either through a visiting

- validation team during the validation process, or py the establishment of
demonstration sites during the dissmination stage.4v

A serious problem with on-site visits is potential inconsistency between
A

teams. Training for the IVO process is conducted by personnel who have been

trained by USOE. Although this strategy is intended to minimize the teams'

differences in operation, IVO has drawn criticism because this

decentralization procedure has led to site reviews which vary greatly in

stringency.
50

States that do their own training might reduce this problem

to some extent, but any time that more than one team is responsible for

conducting the site visits in a state, the possibility of inconsistency among

teams becoies a potential weakness in the procedure.



The NASAC review of the IVO procedure led to a strong recommendation for

continuance of on-site validation of programs and practices. The executive

summary litts several potential solutions to the problems of high

administrative costs of the program and the need for increased state autonomy:

1. The U.S. Office of Education (should] train persons designated by

Federal-State authoritiei as validation on-site team leaders. The

training would be conducted in accordancewith the national
validation process and within joint Federal-State 'guidelines. An
-attempt-should-be-made--to--t-rain-one-person--per-s-tate 1-t-117-

recommended that at least two,,people be trained as team-leaders for
each state., (State Facilitators - -with existing NON and state-agency
linkages- -are among the types of individuals.seen as being
appropriate team leaders.)

2. The USOE-trained team leaders would have the resonsibility to work
with the Chief State School Officer within his or her state, or a
person designated by the CSSO, to acquaint the SEA with the new
validation process. The goal of this task would be to either gain
SEA acceptance of the_joint.T.agency_processoorLte_assist in. the

modification of a State-sponsored process to correlate as closely as
possible with USOE-approved procedures.

3. The team leaders would have the responsibility, in cooperation with
SEA officials, for coordinating the validation of submitted
projects. Included in this responsibility would be the charge of
organizing and training team members from within the state, and for
conducting the on-site visitation itself. Moreover, it is
recommended-that small numbers of trained persons be mainta ed
within each state to ensure the availability of well-quali ied staff
for eachspecific area of the validation process and to romote
consistency of judgments.

4. Should an.out-of-state team member be selected for participation in
an on-,site validation, funds should be provided within the grant
awarded to the coordinating agency to facilitate coverage of such
costs as would accrue to the agency. (For example, if a State
Facilitator Project is selected to serve as the USOE-designated team
leader/trainer, funds would be included in the NON's grant award to
the Project to cover costs of out-of-state validators-.)

5. In order to promote State autonomy, or SEA options in the on-site
validatiqh process, the Chief State School Officer should have the
choice of trained team leaders within his or her state or region.
The CSSO would have the authority to select preferred team leaders to
coordinate all validation on-site activities within the State. 1
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Other Issues

Several additional issues surface when the literature on validation is

examined and when practitioners are asked about their concerns:

1. It is important to keep in mind the teacher *or the classroom asthe

unit for validation and not focus exclusively on administrative

concerns, because it is the teacher who must know the essential $

e emen s of the innovattorr; -und-erstand. why- all V` thoweemeets- are--

important; understand the.purpose, use, and value of evidences of .

effectiveness and the teacher's role in collecting the evidence; and

determine the feasibility of the program in the classroom. .

(Participants in SEDL Validation ConferenCe)

---2.---There-must-be-a-distinction-made-between-the-variousstages-during-
,

the life of a program: the development, the validation, and the

dissemination stages. Too often, the distinction is 16st and

pressure.to validate-a program still in the developmental stage

results in completing neither of the first two stages

satisfactorily. Emrick and Peterson, among others, -have concluded

that the implementation-process takes three to five years, and only

at that time can one begin to collect meaningful evaluation data.

(SUL Validation Conference)

3. Should projects that are not state,or federally funded be' considered

for validation?

Programs based on "validation" activities rule out

non-mainstream programs which dO not offer themselves well to
evaluation. Some programs are easier to evaluate than others.
Try to evaluate a physical fitness program which must rely on
data which shows "hoW many students would have suffered from X
but didn't because of this program." Programs that started out
as R&D projects are traditionally easier to validate than
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programs which have grown in,a district over a number of years
without a project base. Thus R&D projects are validated more
often than home grown programs forcing the innovative teacher
who does not have f2deral or state funding support out of the.
idea market_place.54

4. What are the state's responsibilities after validation? Among the

possibilities are (a) setting up a repository of materials and/or

descriptions of validated programs and practices; (b) producing, and

disseminating descriptive ;;;;AW(c) providing funds for

validated projects to develop brochures to answer requests for

information; (d) sOnsoring awareness conferences and educational.

fairs; (e) funding replication/adaptation grants; Wand (f) offering

technical assistance to LEAs replicating /adapting programs or

iiractices.

5. What should be the responsibilitieS of the project staff of validated

programs? These typically include (a) answering requests; (b)

printing and distributing a fact sheet or brochure describing the

program; (c) scheduling and handling visitors; and (d) participating

in educationalfaird. Some prOject staff also become very ,involved

in helping other LEA's replicate/adapt their program: NON Developer/

Demonstrators, of course, receive funds to '-ticipate in such

activities; most state validated projects 'o --st. An issue discussed

kY participants in a May 1979 seminar r validation sponsored :4 the

_Research for Better Schools Regional Exchange Project was the

question of how to provide incentives for program developers to

facilitate effective dissemination.



6. There are a number of additional problems associated with cost.

Turnbull outlines some of the difficulties which need to be addressed:

. . . when a program has been developed at one site, it is very
difficult to specify the initial costs and the recurring costs
that another site would experience.. Besides separating these
sorts of costs, there are several'other problems: LEAs
experience regional- differences' in-salary-scales-and- other
resource costs; schools start with different existing resources;
local accounting practices may be inaccurate or at least-highly
individualistic and differentAAREWNIOns_of a_programJney

in different per-pupil costs. *

Another cost associated problemildiscussed by participants in the

RBS-sponsored validation seminar was-how.to help developers continue

0 .

effective programs after federal funding is withdrawn. This is

especially a coicern for Title IV-C funded projects, which have a

live-year-limitation-on funding.

7. Should second generation programs--programs which result from an

adoption or replication--be validated and/or disseminated? Second

generation program directors, while possibly not aware of the details

of a program's creation, may be more objective about program effects

than the developers--Adopting sites may have a clearer insight into

implementation problems and needs and may know more about matching a

school's needs with an already developed program rather than a

developing one. Potential adopters may value those insights as much

as program details. And,. of course, it is those second generation

sites that "prove" whether the program can be transported, and

therefore validated, and therefore disseminated! (SEDL Validation

Conference)
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ORIGINAL IVO SUISNISSION REQUIREMENTS
(Abbreviated, fora)

PART IInformation and Project Description

A. PROJECT INFORMATION (Including expenditures)

ABBREVIATED FORM

B. FIEF DESCRIPTION or PROJECT

Coals and objectives
Context: ctempaity. school, student characteristics

;:gmdescription: grade level(s). years of operation. sample size. curricula, materials, staffing,
us, time involved, parental involvement. preservicsiinservice training. etc.

Costs: total, per pupil, initial implementation, ongoing maintenance, etc.

C. eaglISLEIME3M A

-Summarize in appropriate detail the evaluation evidence for the effectiveness of the proves or modil
in question. In order to be acceptable. the evaluation need not be a strict experimental design
(i.e., longitudinal measures. random assignment to treatment and control.groups, etc.). although this
type of evaluation, evidence wand be the most desirable. However, in order for a project to be
validated and recoemendal for wide scale adoption there must be some kind of high quality, objective,
methodologically sound, quantitative assessment which-delonstrates that the project in question is
effective and superior to, other more commonly used approaches or methods. Thus, in order to approve
the dissemination of any Projects, the Pam all require a detailed summery of the relevant evidence
including mace things as:

- wits conducted the evaluation;

- sample sizes;

- imseaveneets or gains in whatever outcome measures were employed:

- the statistical reliability and educatiomalsignificance of these improvements;

- some evidence-that the improvements can be attributed to the program and are-not just 'normal" or
"natural" gains (i.e., control group or norm comparisons, or some estimate of what would have
occurred in the absence of the program).

D. EVIDENCE OF RESOURCE SPECIFICATIONS

Summarize in appropriate detail the evidence presented for start-up. operation and management resources
and costs.

E. EVIDENCE OF PROJECT EXPORTABILITY

Summarize in appropriate detail the processes required for adoption of the project by another school
district including material, equipment and staff training.

F. ISMLEUILML. pTINALMUSSI

List locally developed publications and materials available for dissemination. Give title, description
and Mt.

G. UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES AND SPINOFF FINDING

Summarize by listing of unanticipated outcomes and spinoff findings.
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ABBREVIATED FORM
PMT IIEffectiveness/Success

oj.:::bjective(s) identified for .validation have bee77-1
attained and the performance of the learner has been imprOved.

:

all
on effectiveness/success is to be reported by objective. Part II has 15 items.

15 it for each nominated °Illative. You will need as many sets of Part II blank forms
as you have objectives.

Oalv maJqr gbleg_tivEs should be presented for validation. List these objectives below. Number
consecutively. The k cantata only owl set of forms. Reproduce as many sets of forms as youneed.-
'A major objective represents a central or primary goal of the project which will be reflected in the
amount of effort, project staff time. funds expended and anticipated oehavior outcome. Ordinarily the
major objectives will be limited to two or three for each project and will reflect student learner
outcomes.

1;--State each major objective to be validated on a separate set of Part II, Effectiveness/Success. forms.
Number each objective for identification. From are oa, identify the objective by its assigned number.
You will need as may sets of Part II fora as there are objectives to be validated.

Objectives should be stated in measurable terms reflecting who. upon nompletionef the project
intervention,(treatment). will be able to do whet at what level ai oerformance. Any objective not
meeting the necessary specifications of measurability will be eliminated from further review,
investigation and validation.

2. Provide evidence to justify the need for the objective under consideration by describing the needs
assessment procedures and the related findings.

A direct relationship should exist between the identified needs and the anticipated behavioral change
defined by the major project objectives.

3. Briefly describe the intervention process for this objective including where appropriate the following
elements: grade level(s), number of participants. period of operation. curricula, special materials.
staffing, facilities. scheduling patterns, parental community involvement, preservice/inservice
training, etc.

4(a). Provide the evaluation design (pre-post test, baseline data, post test only, experimental control.
etc.). which, when implemented, will provide the information necessary to determine to whet extent
the objective was actually attained.

4(b). For the objective under consideration, describe data collection procedures specifying type of data
collected, method of.data collection, timelines, responsible persons, etc. Chart format is suggested.

4(c). If evaluation information was collected on a sampling of the project's participants, describe
sampling technique. Give sampling size and evidence of representativeness.

If sampling procedure was not used, write 'Not Applicable' (MA) below.

4(d). Provide supporting evidence that the.attainment of the objective can be attributed to the project
intervention (treatment) activities.

4(e). Where antral groups exist, describe how they were selected and give some indication of their
equivalency to the project group.

If control groups were not used, write "Not Applicable" (MA) below.

4(f). Identify and describe each instrument utilized in the evaluation. Instruments can be standardized
or locally developed tests, questionnaires, interview forms, rating forms, inventories, etc.
Include intonation concerning the instrument's validity. reliability. and sensitivity to measure
the range. scope, and nature of the behavior measured.
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ASSAEVIATED FORM

4(g). give evidence that persons responsible for data collection (administration of tests, inventories,
attitude scales, etc.) were qualified for their tasks. If any instrument utilized required
special training or procedures, so indicate.

4(h). Describe data verification procedures used to assure the accuracy of data for, each objective. The
descriptions should include the nature of and degree to which data verification procedures were
used to detect -and-cornet errors in data management.

4(1). Report the data analysis procedure(s) used in data treatment and interpretation. Include names of
persons or agencies respoesible for data analysis.

S. Provide statistical evidence tat the objective ties attained at or above the criterion level(s)
established for that objective.

6. In addition to previousfy cited statistical evidence provide evidence of educations' significance of the
reported findings.

T. State the conclusions which were drawn from the results reported.

PART IIIResource Specifications

Resource Sosciffiatioes: Sufficaln-Pormation is provided concerning
needed start-up, operational and t resources In kind and amount
wh ichwhi, neem combined with Part II. ienass/Success. and Part IV.
Exportability dates will help an interested school district make an
iefereed decision about adostionladaptioe of the project practice.

Objectives addressed by the practice:

1.

Z.

3.

Unit of Intervention

Resource by Type and Amount

1/

ITEM

START-UP COSTS

PRODUCER ADOPTER

MANAGEMENT COSTS

PRODUCER ADOPTER

OPERATIONAL COSTS

PRODUCER ADOPTER

Resource listing by.'
Federal Code (see
page 40; use
those b

onl

udget itmeys
appropriate to the
specific practice).

$ $ $
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ASIIREVIATED FORM

PART III--P4source Specifications by Category

Directions: If the practice can be adopted in parts the parts should be identified and data provided for.esch.

I. Present data on costs of the followlno:

a. Staff Development

b. Materials

c. Facilities

d. Contracted Services

e. Equipment (rental. purchase)

f. Travel

g. Or (describe below)

h; Total cast of the practice

I. Dive total number of learners upon
which casts were based.

3. Divide i,into h and derive per learner
o3Str. for each column.

Start-up
Costs ,

Management
Costs

Operational
Costs

... -

PART IY--Exportability

[A validated practice is exportable if (1) it is feasible to transport
it to other school districts and (2) it can be adopted or adapted by
other school districts with similar needs and environments. Used
interchangeably with portable. replicable. and communicable. However,
in Oil section questions 1-13 will be judged-in terns of ctmpleteness
of response.

1. Provide a description of the need for\this project in other distrtctt. (The purpose of this question
is td determine the potential number of adopters for your program.- You might include interest already
shown in your project, results of State needs assessments. etc.) If the project can be adopted in
part. the documentation of evidence should substantiate this for each applicable component.

2. Will the learner activities be continued with State or local funds? (Other than ESEA Title III)

3. If the prefect is velidated, and funded for dissemination, is tke Board of Education willing to operate
the proJect as a demonstration site (i.e., accept the role as a ptoducer school. Sae definition.).

4. Provide a detailed description of the target population (e.g., age, ethnic composition. income level,
teacher experience, tartly, urban/rural).

S. Summarize the learner involvement in the program you fee necessary for an adopter to obtain similar
results.

6. Describe the nature of the institutional variables (e.g., the school administration, teaching staff,

d
phys
istriical

facilities) which you feel mould be critical to the success of the project in an adopting
ct.

7. Describe any community and home involvement critical to the success of the project (e.g., the necessity
for parental and community participation, etc.).
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AUREIIIATED FCRN

S. Describe clearly and precisely the activities critical to the success of the project. These should be
the project elements of your program which would to bs insulted in another district for you to
recognize the progress at an adoption. If your pedjidt can wlo ta adopted in part based on the separate
obfectives, cluster your responses by objective. liee#1, discs the'pros and cons of partial adoption
vs. full adoption of the magma.

I. List essential materials (software) used by students, teachers, and others and the source. Cost
figures for It listed should be included in the Resource Specifications Section. List the source
of the materials; Review these In terms of the previously determined critical pogrom elements.

10. Describe any essential equipment (hardware) and/or unique facilities required for the project for
adoption and its use by activities. Cost figures for items listed should be included in the
Resource Specification Section.

p
11. Describe the types" numbers and qualifications of personnel required to operate the project

successftlly. Viol this in terms of what another district will need to adopt your program.

12. Describe procedures and materials necessary for personnel training and technical assfstance required
forinavellatioa of the program in another setting.

13. Idantify speciol problems (unique to this kind of project) which the adopting distriit might encounter
in implememting the project and describe solutions. Exclude problems which will not have a bearing on
the exportability of the project.
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The RDx Collaborative Effort on the Validation of Educational Programs and

Practices includes four products:

Survey of State Procedures for the Validation of Educational Programs, by
L na R atr c , and Davi Ho dz om. St. Lou s, Missour : REL, Inc.,
for the R&D Exchange, 1981.

Survey of State Procedures for the Validation of Educational Programs.
Executive Summary, by Linda Reed, fd Patrick, and David Holdzkom. St. Louis,
Missouri: CEMREL, Inc., for the R&D Exchange, 1981.

The Search for Quality Control in Dissemination of Educational Products and
A Look at the Literature and Major Issues, by Linda Reed.

Missour : CEMREL, Inc., R&IIInterpretaiTTin Service, 1981.

of Educational Programs Practices and Products: An Annotated
y, prepare y emmen, Mary, saacs, and

Practices:

. Louis,

TIMValidationograp ren
Louis,

nn an
Missouri: CEMREL, Inc., for the R&D Exchange, 1981.
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